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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER, MR DUNSTAN. OPENING MEW CHEST CLINIC. 
ADELAIDE. 11.3.74 
Dr Woodruff, Dr Everingham and Mr Banfield, Ladies and Gentlemen: 
Thank you very much for inviting me here today to open our new-
Chest Clinic. 
Tuberculosis is an ancient scourge and, happily, a triumph for 
preventive medicine. It's still almost within living memory 
that the two letters T.B„ were spoken in a whisper and regarded 
as a death sentence. Nov/, thanks to advances in medical science 
which seem to a layman little short of the miraculous, T.B. is 
still a significant disease but it's rarely a fatal one. 
We have controlled its incidence. Now we can truly look forward 
to its eradication., 
South Australia has a long and tragic association with the disease. 
It probably was brought in with the first settlers. Certainly it 
soon claimed its first victims. Colonel William Light died of T.B. 
in 1839. 
Almost 50 years were to alapse before its real nature was understood 
and it was decades later before really effective means of control 
were established. 
A whole battery of techniques are now employed in the control of 
T.B., mass X-ray programs and other identification methods, modern 
treatment methods to eliminate the spreading of the disease, 
ensuring that patients can simply afford protracted treatment and 
effective rehabilitation. 
The figures, dramatically, speak for themselves. 
In 1949 in South Australia there were 269 new cases reported and 
144 deaths. Last year there were 109 reported cases and only 
8 deathsc That's eight too many, of course,, But it's still a 
magnificent achievement, 
With the.establishment of this new clinic, propaganda to provide 
widened community awareness of the perils of T.B. and the likelihood 
of recovery provided diagnonis is made early, and mass compsulory 
X-ray programs, we look forward to that figure being reduced 
still furthero 
A national anti-T.B. campaign began in 1949-
By then South Australia already had a chest clinic, two X-ray 
survey machines and enough beds to treat the patients identified. 
Since then the agreement between the Commonwealth and the States 
has resulted in the spending of almost $250-million in Australia -
some $17-million of it in South Australia - on T.B. control. 
It's a lot of money but it's a small price to pay in terms of the 
pain and misery prevented and the human resources conserved. Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
2. 
This program has meant; 
That patients have been enabled to be relieved of anxiety through 
the financial allowances so their families can live decently during 
the lengthy recovery period. 
. That State authorities were able to draw on the services of 
acknowledged experts. 
That the upgrading of institutions and equipment to provide the 
best possible treatment has been constant. 
This can be seen in this new building. 
The old one gave invaluable service but, frankly, became 
unserviceable at the end of its life. 
Now it's been replaced - at a cost of nearly $900,000 - by a 
complex that is second to none in Australia. 
It houses the chest clinic and special X-ray departments. 
It also includes a special section for the diagnosis, treatment and 
control of venereal diseases. 
I want to say a special word about this. 
The increased incidence of V.D. has in recent times become an 
international phenomenon. 
It is causing concern to public health authorites in Australia 
and els ewhere. 
Unfortunately the purely medical problem is compounded by the social 
stigma - the shame - attached to it. 
We need a more enlightened approach. Straightlaced disapproval is 
folly, and dangerous folly. 
T.B. was a killer, in part at least, because people were afraid of it 
and their terror led to concealment until treatment was too late 
to be availing. 
The same thing - for different reasons - is true of syphillis today 
and the fears that can lead to its spread are projected onto other 
venereal diseases. 
They are diseases. They are painful. They are curable. 
This clinic is available for their cure. I hope its facilities 
are used to the fullest extent necessary. 
Looking around here today. I'm sure you'll all agree that this is 
a project of great and lasting value to the community. 
It will enable us to provide still better health services. 
Thanks for this are, in large part, due to the Commonwealth Government. 
Some seven eighths of the building cost is being med by the Federal 
Government under the Tuberculosis Arrangement. One eighth, the 
Infectious Diseases Clinic, is a direct State responsibility. 
The total project is a two thirds Commonwealth, one third State 
responsibility. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
3. 
It's an excellent example of Federal/State cooperation in the 
cause of the community good and I have very much pleasure in 
officially declaring it open. 
Thank you. 
Dunstan Collection, Special Collections, Flinders University Library.
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